
PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT  

YEARS / MONTHS WHERE

EDUCATION 

I have written news stories, picture captions, interviews and reviews. I’ve also been sent to 
events to interview artists, for example I covered The Capital Jingle Bell Ball 2016. I interviewed 
all the artists performing on behalf of the paper including Little Mix, Shawn Mendes and DNCE.

OCT 2016 / PRESENT
FREELANCE SHOWBIZ REPORTER at The Daily Star London1,1

My long-term career aspirations are to travel and report on the 
world as a foreign correspondent. I have been gaining the practical 
multimedia skills I need to succeed in journalism since the age of 14. 
I am now about to start a distance learning NCTJ Diploma so I can 
further progress in my career. My creativity allows me to generate 
ideas and see possibilities for stories all around me. I have a love of 
travel, which inspired me to start my own travel blog to share my 
experiences and hone my writing skills. Whilst travelling I volunteered 
with entrepreneurs in Kenya and used this experience to write articles 
for my local paper. For me journalism isn’t just a career, it’s a passion 
and a fundamental part of my character. I ask questions, I look for 
unique perspectives and I want to truly understand the world, current 
events and why people do the things they do. 
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A-Level Qualifications
Media Studies- A*
Geography- A
Communication And Culture- B
General Studies- C

2:1 BA (Hons) Popular Music Journalism

2012 / 2015

2010 / 2012

I have freelanced for various publications, both online and print, including Kerrang Magazine, 
The Sun, Bring The Noise, Metal Hammer, Audio Addict and Music News. My work is available to 
read on my online portfolio www.rebeccaamyrayner.com

SEP 2012/ PRESENT
FREELANCE JOURNALSIT at Various Publications London5,2

I ran a team of seven editors and over 50 writers. The site received over 50,000 hits per month. 
My role involved liaising with PR contacts to generate stories, editing copy, providing feedback 
to writers, running editorial meetings and implementing long-term and short-term goals for the 
website.

MAY 2013 /JANUARY 2014
EDITOR at Electric Banana Southampton0,8

I ran the music section of Winchester Today. The newspaper is a monthly publication available 
to read in both a printed and online format. It has a circulation of around 21,000 readers per 
month. 

JANUARY 2012/MARCH 2014
MUSIC EDITOR at Winchester Today Newspaper Winchester2,2

OTHER WORK EXPERIENCE 

SEPTEMBER 2015

WORK EXPERIENCE at The Andover Advertiser

During my work experience placement I shadowed different members of staff went to court 
to learn about court reporting, had experience interviewing people and wrote a variety of 
published stories. I have since had work published in the paper also.

SEPT 2012/JULY 2015

PRESENTER AND PRODUCER at Radio Sonar

I produced and presented 2 weekly radio shows on my university radio station. One of them was 
also broadcast around Southampton on Voice FM. I interviewed a variety of guests, held phone in 
discussions and chronicled local stories of importance. 

JANUARY 2008/APRIL 2011
PRESENTER AND PRODUCER at Castledown Radio

I presented and produced a weekly 2-hour radio show in which I discussed current events, 
interacted with listeners, played music and read local news.

JULY 2014

EDITOR at The Blissfields Gazette

I ran a small team that produced the Daily Newspaper at Blissfield’s Festival. I oversaw the 
design, commissioned work, interviewed people and wrote a variety features.


